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ABSTRACT
Since 2010, Air Liquide Advanced Technologies has been going through the process of prepar-

cooling of infrared detectors at temperatures between 50K and 80K with cooling power between 
2W and 7W.

-
-

integrated system, but also the process and the components.

among the pieces of space hardware addressing the largest spectrum of technical disciplines: me-

Thanks to the involvement of the highly skilled space coolers team, we are now achieving suc-

INTRODUCTION, A BRIEF HISTORY OF AIR LIQUIDE SPACE COOLERS
Air Liquide began space cryogenics activities in the early 1960’s and has been a key design and 

manufacturing player of cryogenic propellant tanks for all generations of Ariane launch vehicles.  
-

genics projects in the 1990’s.

-

providing reliable cooling for almost ten years.
-

thermal links and cold shields.
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-

of ISS funding and Columbia Shuttle tragedy led to the termination of the project.

based on pulse tube technology.  Two products emerged from this work:

well adapted for 80K – 150K applications.

to 50K – 80K applications.

LPTC COOLER DESIGN DESCRIPTION

-

one of the compressor motors for better compactness.  Split pipe geometry can be adapted to each 

The pulse tube is a coaxial design for compactness and for ease of the thermal interface.  The 
regenerator tube is protected by a passive cold shield and mechanically supported by a launch sup-

redundant cryogenic temperature sensor embedded in the cold tip.
The compressor design is dual opposed pistons. The pistons are driven by linear moving magnet 

motors, with external static coils which are not in contact with the Helium. Such a design eliminates 
the main contamination source and the need of electrical feed-throughs, which are a major risk of 

Figure 1.  LPTC system overview
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-

-

-
ing on the reject temperature, the cryogenic power is between 2 W and 7 W, as depicted in Figure 
2. Together with this performance, emphasis was put on the following performances of the system:

 Temperature stability control loop through active power adaptation.  This feature allows 
-

tions and extremely good reaction to external conditions changes.  This feature is particularly 
interesting for low earth orbit payloads performing observation maneuvers.

 Lifetime.  The system was designed to a lifetime covering at least 15 years of storage fol-
lowed by 10 years of continuous operation. A redundant system offers 98% reliability over 
a 10 years operation.

 Active micro vibration reduction.  Like temperature control, micro vibration reduction is 
achieved through an active control loop able to react to any change in the cooler operating 
conditions, thus offering optimal availability of a vibration free environment to the payload.

QUALIFICATION CHALLENGES

have been placed for different payloads in a short time frame.  The schedule obliges Air Liquide to 

-

responsible for the whole system, including drive electronics.  This not only consists of the electronics 

Some of these were new to the team, mainly giga cycle fatigue and micro vibration.  These add to 

know how related to electronic components and electronic design was also new to the team.

Figure 2.  LPTC cryogenic performance
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-

the lifetime demonstration and micro vibration reduction.  This came in addition to more classical 

Two mechanical coolers were placed in endurance testing in 2007.  A third was placed in endur-

challenge of endurance testing is to keep the coolers running.  Hopefully, they are reliable and can 
run smoothly for years.  In fact, smooth running of the test bench and control of test environment are 

one needs to be able to run it in very constant conditions during long runs.  The refurbished endur-
ance test room and revamped test benches allow us running the coolers continuously, with just one 

control in the test room allows easier monitoring of the cooler performance.  With more than eleven 
years of operation cumulated on three coolers, we have so far noticed no performance degradation.

PROCESS AND COMPONENTS QUALIFICATION
-

particularly demanding but provide a very solid and versatile reference for the product.

testing facilities: thermal shocks, burst tests, strength tests at low temperature, etc.

production phase.

 Gold plating on aluminum, titanium and copper parts

 Temperature sensors
 Hermetic connectors
 Force transducers

Figure 3.  Endurance test room
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asymptote.  The regenerator tube is subjected to pressure waves throughout the operating life of 
the cooler.  For a 10 year required lifetime, this represents several tens of billions cycles.  So giga 
cycle fatigue regime is applicable.

to apply an axial load to the regenerator tube. Test set up is shown on Figure 4. To cope with the 
absence of circumferential load cycles, axial load was increased.  Test acceleration obtained this 
way allowed applying 10 year life within 4 months testing time.  The assemblies used for testing 

SUBSYSTEMS QUALIFICATION

program application.

have been made for performing these tests at sub system level e.g.

only one test performed at compressor level to check main resonance mode.  This shortcut 
was possible thanks to earlier tests performed on compressor engineering models, which 

level.

QUALIFICATION ACTIVITIES AT SYSTEM LEVEL
-

Figure 4.  Giga cycle tests on regenerator tubes
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AIT facilities
-

benches dedicated to cooler performance were designed and built.

vibration test benches.  Also included in the clean room are bake ovens, bake out chamber, parasitic 

so far.  To sustain the foreseen AIT ramp up, an extension of clean room to 110m² is under way, 

 Cross check to reference test

 Cross check to reference test

 Control loops settings
 Final cryogenic and micro vibration performance test

-
oughly, e.g. by performing the tests over a wider operating frequency range, and by checking more 
functionalities in the system.  It was also longer to perform because most tests procedures were run 

Figure 5.  Vibration tests on the electronics box (with prototype cooler)
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-
mance check before and after these environment tests showed no drift of the performances due to 
application of extreme conditions.

implies to verify all functionalities and to explore the settings of control loops and fully understand 
the sensitivity of the system to user parameters. A few examples:

 Test scenarios had to be devised to test system protections against excessive voltage or cur-
rent

 Temperature regulation is ensured by adapting compressor power to cope with varying 

active control directly reacts to power variations triggered by temperature regulation. Such 

performance

ensuring reliable protection of the cooler.

The number of tests and system complexity are such that there is invariably some time, something 

-
-

vibration test.

Figure 6.  TVT test bench with qualification model (vacuum vessel not visible)
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back for opening and repair.
-

CONCLUSIONS
-

cal premiere.  It represented an extension of our scope of work compared to former projects with 

-

of our suppliers for this successful achievement.
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